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Context

With the development of machine learning and its daily applications, gaining
confidence in the systems produced by such techniques has become a critical
issue. A first problem consists in formalizing what is expected from the systems.
such requirements may be either generic or specific to the task to be achieved.
For instance, adversarial robustness is a generic property [1]. It measures how
much information is needed by an attacker to “falsify” the answer of a classifying
system. On the other hand, assume the system proposes actions to be performed
in the presence of an intruder, a specific property would be that there is no action
to be proposed when no intruder is detected.
In the internship, we will focus on neural networks since this is the most
widely used and moreover it presents similar features to hybrid systems letting
the possibility to adapt efficient techniques from this domain. Let us illustrate
an example of specification formula:
∀x, y P re(x) ∧ InOut(x, y) ⇒ P ost(y)
where x (resp. y) is the input (resp. output) vector of the system, P re is a
precondition on the inputs and P ost is a postcondition on the outputs. Thus
checking the negation of a formula consists in solving some existential first-order
theory [3].
The design of verification for neural networks is a challenging issue since
the number of neurons generally is between few hundreds and millions (see [2]
for a comparative study for piecewise linear neural networks). The techniques
are either sound and complete [6] or can proceed via astraction [5] thus rising
the issue of incompleteness and how to tackle with it. There are now software
framework dedicated to the verification of deep neural networks [4].
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Goals

Thus the goals of this internship are twofold:
– Specifying a language or a logic that can express the main properties expected to be satisfied by neural networks;
– Identifying specificities of formula related to these properties in order to design new exact and/or approximate algorithms for verifying these properties.
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